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N Y B R O G Å R D  D O R M I T O R Y              N E W S L E T T E R  

As we reach the month of October, we are also entering 

the middle of Autumn. You probably think that it’s noth-

ing new.  But because this year's summer period, and not 

least late summer, did not provide the summery weather 

that one might have hoped for, this editorial office has 

decided that summer simply failed to show such that we 

went straight from spring to autumn.  

But now the calendar is actually saying autumn, and Oc-

tober invites to a lot of great autumn activities. Here at 

NybroTidende, we certainly want to jump start autumn 

with this October issue! 

Have fun (and watch out for fallen leaves) :-) 

Formalization of the dorm Facebook 

group v. Rasmus Lau 

The Facebook group's administrators will 

be formalized so that it will only be the 

Netgroup and other relevant bodies of the 

dormitory that contest administrator/

moderator privileges. 

Cinema club door replacement v. Lu-

kas Abrahamsen Larsen (J-32) 

The Resident Council will awarding the 

Cinema club money to upgrade the cur-

rent system, however, subject to whether 

the implementation of the new chip sys-

tem is in the near future. 

Purchases for KælderCaféen after wa-

ter damage and burglary. v. Kasper 

Hansen (R-66) 

The bar has recently been affected by wa-

ter damages and burglary. All requests for 

the covering the damages have been ap-

proved. 

Resident Council news 

Upcoming Council meeting:  

Wednesday November 1st 

Know your city p. 9 

Autumn activities p. 10 

On the rooftops p. 5 

The jump to Autumn 

The meeting for the month of October 

is cancelled due to a lack of submitted 

agenda items. 
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The Personal Page 
The Board Administration Clubs 

Rasmus, A38 (chairman) Treasurer Canoe club Gardening club 

Frederik, N29 (vice-chairman)  Kasper Hansen, R66 Ask, M47 Rasmus, A38 

Rasmus, S21(alternate) kasserer@nybro.dk     

    Art club Brewers club 

The Residents’ Council Secretary Maja, J16 Troels, L28 

Chairman:  :   Frederik, N29 This could be you.     

 sekretaer.nybrogaard@gmail.com 
”Brættet” (board game 

club) Exercise room 

AB-odd:       Benjamin, B51  Jonas, R52 Ole, L14  

          (sup) Andreas, A35      

AB-even:     Rasmus, A38 Accountants Bicycle workshop Cinema club 

    Kristoffer, L10 This could be you. 

CD-odd:        NybroTidende     

  Agnes Jensen, O4 Nybro Cake festival FC Nybro 

CD-even:       Adrian, C24 Clara Schou, K55 This could be you. Anders, J31 

                      Patrick Aagaard, M63    

EF-odd:       Frederik Holgersen, H2 Music practice room FC Nybro Chicks 

  tidende@nybro.dk Andreas L31 This could be you. 

EF-even:          

  Secretariat/subletting Dog club  

GH-odd:      Office hours: Monday 19:00-20:00 Lærke, H56  

  and Thursday 20:00-21:00,   

GH-even:    GH-basement.   

  Phone: 21 48 54 55    

JK-odd:          Service 

 Complaints committee Key bearers Table tennis/hockey 

JK-even:    Johannes, K46 Office hours: Tuesday  Kasper CD-basement 

          (alt.) Lukas, J32 19:30-20:00, GH basement. Phone.: 26 81 15 01   

LM-odd:    Mads, M51 E-mail: klage@nybro.dk Line  Bicycle workshop 

         (alt.) Rene, M43 Phone: 21 48 54 55 Phone:  53 14 12 07 LM-basement 

LM-even:     Rasmus   

  Network office Phone:  26 79 42 53  Folding chairs 

NO-odd:     Office hours: Monday 20:00-21:00 The price for Atle, S03 

  in the GH-basement. key service is:   

NO-even:   E-mail: admin@nybro.dk 9:00-21:00: DKK 50 Trailer 

  Phone: 21 48 54 55 21:00-9:00: DKK 100 Lars Kaj (insp.) 

PR-odd:        

  TV/Antenna  Draught beer system 

PR-even:     Kasper, R66 antennegruppen@nybro.dk  This could be you. 

    

ST-odd:     Ditlev, T47  KælderCaféen 

                  Caroline, T65 (Alt.) Environmental Group Opening hours: Fridays 21:00-03:00  

ST-even:   Frederik S40 Troels, O07 One Saturday each month 21:00-05:00 

                  Niels T54 (Alt.) miljo@nybro.dk (announced separately). 

Apartments: 
  Chairman: Bertil, F61 

  Deputy chairman: Kasper Hansen, R66  

C, D and G:    Member: Mads, M51 

    Secretary: René Sønderbæk, M43 

H and L:      ,    Residents’ Council Rep.:  This could be you. 

  Alternate: Emma, R64 

M, O and S:    Treasurer: Kasper, R66  

  Local facilities 

NOTE! Inspector  Laundromat   

Items for the agenda must be 

sent to the secretary at least 

ten days before the meeting 

nybro.dk > English > For Resi-

dents > Resident Council > 

”Add item to the agenda”.  

Lars Kaj Opening hours: 8:00-19:00 

varmemester@nybro.dk     

Phone: 45 87 04 73 Convenience store and Pizzeria 

Office hours  Phone: 51 14 12 19   

Monday: 16:00-18:00  Weekdays: 15:00-21:00 

Tuesday-Friday: 07:30-09:00 Sat-Sun: 13:00-21:00 

First weekday of month: 17:00-18:00 May-August: open until 22:00 every day. 
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October. It is gradually getting colder and 

darker. October is the month of Halloween. 

But what is Halloween? A kind of Shrove-

tide in the fall? Just an excuse to have fun 

with dressing up, pumpkins and lots of can-

dy? 

Halloween is seen by many as an American 

expression and in the United States there 

are many who are almost more fanatic abut 

it than Christmas. Halloween is actually a 

contraction of All Hallows' Eve and the 

Danish name is AlleHelgensaften, but there 

are not many who say anything other than 

Halloween. 

Halloween is always on October 31st, and 

this year it will be on a Tuesday. This is the 

case since, according to superstitions, the 

night between 31st October and November 

1st is the night when the dead are able to 

return to the world of living. Many stories 

say that they come back to scare people to 

death or complete what they left unfin-

ished. 

One might think that 

Halloween has both a 

Christian and a pagan 

background as is the 

case with Christmas, but 

there is no indication 

that there is an immedi-

ate connection between 

the two. It was, instead, 

the old Celts in England 

who celebrated Hallow-

een. It was known as the 

year's major religious 

festivity, where they 

even celebrated the 

New Year. But as usual, 

the Catholic Church had something to say 

about such a pagan custom. At some point 

it made November 1st its own with All Hal-

lows' Day, and October 31 was then to be 

All Hallows' Eve. But the traditions we as-

sociate with Halloween are derived from 

the Celts. 

The tradition of e.g. cutting a pumpkin is 

derived from the Celts. Originally they used 

sugar beets to make lamps in the celebra-

tion of their new year. These lamps have 

had the scary faces that we still carve to-

day. For the purpose of these terrifying 

lights was to keep ghosts away so that they 

could not hurt the living. But when the first 

English pilgrims came to America there 

was no sugar beets. On the other hand, 

Pumpkins were aplenty and they chose to 

use it instead. Today, the pumpkins are an 

iconic symbol of Halloween. 

Halloween in Denmark has received more 

followers over the past couple of years. 

However, the holiday is still relatively new 

as the only thing that it has in common 

with the American is the brightly lit pump-

kin. And then, of course, it's creepy and 

ghastly themes. Therefore, many see the 

Autumn holidays as a time for cutting 

pumpkins. 

Another practice is that children of all ages 

go from door to door while dressed up. 

They usually say trick-or-treat when they 

knock. The phrase implies that if you do not 

give them treats, they will return later and 

scare you. Exactly as when people were 

originally afraid that the dead would come 

back to take revenge on the living.  

    Agnes, O4 

All Hallows’ Eve 
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The Dorm’s clubs: Exercise room 

 

       FEST&FARVER 

Are you in need of a fun costume for the upcoming Oktoberfest? A creepy dress for a Halloween party? Or 

do you just like to dress up for fun? Then Fest & Farver is the right place to look. 

At Lyngby Hovedgade 84 f you can find everything from jest items to wigs, hats and tableware. 

 

During the month of October, the majority of the store's assortment will be replaced with more creepy 

dresses and a lot of accessories for Halloween parties. 

From February, Fest & Farver will be moving to Likørstræde, where the store will be expanded with 

larger facilities. Follow-up when we reach February. 

 

In the last issue of NybroTidende we 

told of the Canoe and Kayak club, 

which is one of the largest clubs here 

at Nybrogård. We now take a look at 

the dormitory's Exercise club, which is 

also one of the biggest clubs with 

many members. 

As a member of the club you have the 

opportunity to make use of the dorm's 

gym - a good alternative for when the 

coming autumn evenings get too dark 

and cold for outdoors exercise. The exer-

cise room is located in the basement of 

entrance O and is open 24 hours a day. 

To sign up for the exercise club (which is 

only for the residents of the dorm), 

200kr. is paid when joining and includes 

payment for a year's cleaning. 

An amount of 100kr. is paid annually af-

ter the first year of membership. 

To sign up as a member of the Exercise 

club, the club's terms of use must be 

signed and then be put in an envelope 

along with the 200 kr. which is to be 

handed to the inspector Lars Kaj. Here, 

the member's access card is activated 

immediately, and you use your laundry 

(the same object used for the laundry 

room and the washing machines) as an 

access card when you are set up. 

The exercise room has a variety of ma-

chines and facilities. There are treadmills, 

rowing machines, exercise bikes and 

equipment for strength training. Here are 

also dumbbells with different weights, 

wall bars, and exercise mats. So it has all 

you need to do the training you want. 

 

    Frederik, H2 

 

Image sources:  

www.nybro.dk/klubber/motionsrummet 
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Fest og arrangementer (Louise) A tour of the Nybrogård Dormitory roof terraces 

Clara, K55 

The last of the sun's rays ap-

peared in mid September when 

NybroTidende on a sunny Sun-

day was touring the 9 different 

roof terraces of the dormitory. 

NybroTidende had decided to 

find out how much the terraces 

really differed from each other. 

On the AB roof terrace there was a 

varied selection of rocking chairs, 

deckchairs and tables to be found. 

There was also both bed covers 

and even a sleeping bag hanging to 

dry. 

CD’s residents like to relax (maybe 

slack off?) during studies. At least 

they have a pair of hammocks 

hanging from the posts. Neverthe-

less, it seems that CD remembers 

the cleaning of the kitchens; they 

had two rows of yellow and blue 

cloths to dry. 

The trip continued on to EF where 

a whole plant nursery was located 

at one end. Among all the plants 

was hidden a small raspberry or 

two. 

At GH NybroTidende had a short 

talk with a couple of residents who 

said that they often use their ter-

race for drying clothes in stead of 

the driers; It is better for the envi-

ronment with air drying even 

though it takes a little longer. Oth-

er than a lot of laundry and a cou-

ple of residents, there was also 

nothing otherwise exciting about 

GH. 

The same could be said about JK, 

except that a couple of the male 

residents tried to benefit from the 

last few late summer sun. 

LM has, like EF, been visited by 

nature; half a pine tree was broken 

into the end of the roof terrace. 

The wild tree, however, was the 

only major attraction at LM. 

At NO there was something that 

could more or less be compared to 

that of CD; Instead of two ham-

mocks, there were two lounging 

chairs. NO may also like to relax a 

little? 

On to PR, NybroTidende got a bit 

of a surprise: A fridge on a roof 

terrace? NybroTidende asked a 

few residents about what this de-

vice was about. "During the sum-

mer months the fridge is set up so 

that there is always the possibility 

of keeping your drinks cold up 

there, so you do not have to go all 

the way down to the kitchens," was 

the answer. 

Yet another surprise was to find 

on the last terrace, ST: In this case, 

there were neither plants nor re-

frigerators, but instead something 

as weird as a pink Barbie car with 

a certain genitalia drawn on it. 

In general, the terraces are still 

different from each other, consid-

ering their close proximity. De-

spite the lovely weather, only a 

few residents had decided to go to 

the terrace. Perhaps you should 

make it more orderly to get more 

residents on them? It could be a 

spring project in connection with a 

kitchen cleaning? Unfortunately, 

as you know, the weather can not 

be controlled. 

NB! Keep in mind that under no circum-

stances is it allowed to go on the roofs 

next to the roof terraces! At worst, this 

can lead to expulsion! 
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Residents’ Council meeting minutes 
Agenda for residents’ council meeting  

Present: Nilas (M-65), Ditlev (T-47), Ras-

mus (S-21), Rasmus (A-38), Mads (M-51), 

Kasper (R-66), John, Lærke (H-56), Cecilie 

(G-07), Frederik (N-29), Clara 

 

Moderator and language for the meet-

ing 

Frederik (N-29), Danish. 

 

Voting members 

5, quorum met. 

 

Approval of minutes from last resi-

dents’ council meeting 

Approved 

 

Approval of agenda. 

Agenda Approved 

 

Economy 

NYK: 254.379 kr. 

Net: 293.209 kr. 

 

Other messages 

N/A 

 

Review of last board meeting or agen-

da before the next. 

N/A 

 
Internal correspondence 
 

A) Formalization of the dorm Facebook 

group v. Rasmus Lau 

The group has grown big. The current 

admins are a mixed bag, ca. Half from the 

network group. 

There has not been a vote of rules for e.g. 

Approving new members, purchase / sale, 

advertising. Some requests for member-

ship are rejected without further approv-

al. There is also a lot of purchases / sales 

of things that are not relevant to very 

many (clothing, art). 

We would like to discuss some completely 

basic, simple rules and vote on them at 

the meeting. In addition, we propose that 

the net group in the future be the only 

admins of the Facebook group to ensure 

consistency and an opportunity for NYK 

to keep track of it. 

After discussion, the wording of the pro-

posal is changed to include only a formali-

zation of the Facebook group's adminis-

trators, so that it will only be the Net-

group and other relevant bodies of the 

dormitory that contest administrator / 

moderator privileges. 

Vote on the above mentioned change of 

wording 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

 

Vote on the formalization of the dormito-

ry’s Facebook group ’Nybroga rd Kollegiet’. 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The proposal is adopted. 

B) Cinema club door replacement v. 

Lukas Abrahamsen Larsen (J-32) 

The door to the Cinema Club has been 

replaced with the same system as the 

laundry room chips use. The problem is 

that the system can not handle any more 

doors, which means there are two op-

tions: We either buy separate washing 

chips for the Cinema Club, which will cost 

100 kr. a Piece - or to upgrade our current 

system, which would make it free. The 

latter will cost 1,935.00 kr. a year but re-

sult in us being able to use our current 

chips. Additionally, a code will be as-

signed to each chip. 

I therefore seek money to upgrade the 

system so that we can keep current chips 

instead of investing in separate. 

Furthermore, I can not attend the next 

meeting, and will therefore send the for-

mer cinema club chairman in my place. 

The Resident Council votes on awarding the 

Cinema club money to upgrade the current 

system, however, subject to whether the 

implementation of the new chip system is in 

the near future. 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The request is approved. 

C) New key bearer v. Rasmus Simling 

Kristensen (A-38)  

Since Henrik relocated from the dorm we 

have been lacking a third key bearer for 

when someone locks themselves out. I 

would like to take up this post going for-

ward. 

It should be noted that everyone at the 

dorm can apply for the job by meeting at 

the council meeting on 4 September. 

Rasmus Simling Kristensen is the only one 

who wants to apply for the job. 

Vote on appointing Rasmus Simling Kristen 

as a new key bearer. 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The proposal is adopted and Rasmus Sim-

ling Kristen is employed as a key bearer 

and must ensure that the dorm's key ser-

vice page is updated. 

D) Purchases for KælderCaféen after 

water damage and burglary. v. Kasper 

Hansen (R-66) 

KælderCafe en has recently been exposed 

to accidents. 

1. Flood in the basement 

2. Burglary. 

Therefore we, the board of the bar,  have 

chosen to seek money as this is a larger 

amount that we can not pay immediately. 

 

1. We want to buy a dehumidifier (file 1) 

it is not big enough to take the whole bar, 

but it will be able to cope with the space 

where we often fight the water. 

The price is 2200 kr. for the one we have 

appointed. 
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For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The request is approved. 

2. Regarding the burglary. Here we have 

had our safe deposit box stolen, with an 

internal value of around 10,000 DKK incl. 

iPad (for Mobile Pay) multiple valued pa-

pers from our suppliers, agreements and 

other types of important papers. In addi-

tion, sales for the last weeks were also 

stolen at the same time. Also our key bun-

dle used inside the bar during openings 

was also stolen. This meant that we had to 

replace all the locks and keys throughout 

the bar and the warehouse. 

Therefore, we would like to request mon-

ey for replacement of locks and new keys, 

value: 6000 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The request is approved. 

New mesh value: unknown waiting for 

offer (max expected 1000 kr.). 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The request is approved. 

New safe deposit box (see file 2) value 

1999, - 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

The request is approved. 

E) Creation of Dog club. v. Lærke 

Krøjer Larsen (H-56) & Cecillie Christi-

ansen (G-07) 

We would like to restore a dogs club at 

the dorm, have it advertised on the web-

site, and the opportunity to make social 

events for all dog interested in the dormi-

tory (with or without dogs) 

For: 5  
Against: 0 
Abstained: 0 

Lærke Krøjer Larsen is appointed as new 

chairman of the Dog Club. 

 

New members and alternates 

Katja (P-32) announces her withdrawal in 

absentia for PR. 

Kasper (R-66) signs up for PR-Even. 

 

Other 

A) Lukas wants to withdraw as chairman 

of the Cinema Club. A new chairman of 

the Cinema Club is therefore sought. 

B) Kasper mentions that it is time to ar-

range an active party for the Dormitory 

involved residents. This will probably be 

sometime in November. Information fol-

lows. 

Next meeting  

The next meeting will take place on 

Wednesday, November 4th  at 7pm, GH 

basement.   

Note: The meeting for the month of Octo-

ber is cancelled due to a lack of submit-

ted agenda items. 

  

Any cancellations must be submitted 

at www.nybro.dk > Residents’ Council 

> Cancel at least one day before the 

meeting 

A clean-up among the bicycles and 

trash will take place at Nybrogård dor-

mitory on October 8th, 2017. 

Everyone will receive one yellow cable-tie 

in their mailbox well before October 8th. 

Mount the cable-tie in a visible position 

on the stem post or handlebar of your bi-

cycle. Otherwise it will be removed. Every-

thing else placed in or around the bicycle 

sheds must be marked in a similar visible 

fashion using the coloured cable-ties.  

Additional cable-ties can, after they have 

been distributed to the mailboxes, be 

picked up at the janitors (Lars Kaj’s) office 

during opening hours.  

All unmarked bicycles and other items will 

be removed during the clean-up and hand-

ed over to the police as lost property. 

The Residents Council will offer pizza and 

sodas to all who participate, after the 

event. 

More information and reminders will fol-

low as we get closer to the event. 

Best regards 

The board of Nybroga rd dormitory  

Bicycle clean-up  

In the last issue we wrote about study sur-

vey.  

Here we wrote that the surveys are sent to 

residents at around August / September.  

However, this is a mistake in that they are 

sent approx. three months before your 

rental agreement ends.  

In the case of a correctly completed study 

survey, you will then see the contract re-

newed. 

NybroTidende apologizes for the mistake. 

Correction 
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Running routes in the local area 

Autumn is here! The calendar says Oc-

tober and it's time to come and enjoy 

the beautiful colours in nature around 

us. This can also be combined with ex-

ercise, for our own local area offers a 

lot of lovely trails, which give rise to 

some good nature experiences. 

 

Some of the most obvious places to run 

routes are around the two big lakes near 

the dorm: Lyngby Lake and Bagsværd 

Lake. In this article I will describe the ac-

tual routes around the lakes and not least 

inspire other routes, which I regularly 

run. 

 

1. Around Lyngby Lake 

Lyngby Lake is just behind the dormitory, 

so you can just lace up your running 

shoes and then run away! 

Starting from the dorm and running 

clockwise around the lake, you will first 

pass the big wooden bridge over 

Møllea en. Then the trail is divided into 

three, and if you turn right you will be on 

the trail going around the trail. To the left, 

the path continues along Møllea en to 

Frederiksdal, and the trail going straight 

forward is a bicycle path to Sorgenfri 

(there is a footpath parallel to this a little 

to the left of it). 

Along the path around Lyngby Lake, you 

will reach small areas next to the water, 

which are ideal for a fishing trip. You will 

also go through the Lyngby A mose area, 

which is a bog area that goes right up to 

the path around the lake. You will also 

come to Havnehytten, where there is a 

kiosk and live music on Sundays in the 

summer. Behind it, you'll run over 

Møllea en again past Lyngby Canoe club. 

On the southeast side of the lake you pass 

the People's park, where people often go 

for picnic on the grass. 

On the south side, the trail is narrow and 

it can be densely populated, so sometimes 

you have to "wait" on other runners. 

The trip is a total of approx. 4.5 km long. 

However, the trail can be very wet with 

many large water puddles if it has been 

raining for a few days. 

 

2. Around Bagsværd Lake 

Bagsværd Lake is a lot larger than Lyngby 

Lake, so the trip around this is longer. 

I usually start on the other side of Ny-

broga rd (the white building on the other 

side of Nybrovej) and then run clockwise 

around the lake. Along the way you will 

pass Radiomarken and Bagsværd Lake 

park and Aldershvile Castle park. You also 

go past Bagsværd Rowing stadium, which 

is Denmark's national rowing stadium - 

you can see the rowing lanes in the lake, 

where competitions are often held. 

On the north side of the lake, you pass 

Sophienholm, and here you have to go 

back on Nybrovej, as the last part of the 

lake is on private grounds. To get up to 

Nybrovej, you have to climb up a steep 

path, so the running muscles are tested 

correctly. 

On the way back to the dorm, you will be 

past the Prime Minister's residence Mari-

enborg, and Nybro Kro and then you will 

be back to the college after an approx. 7.5 

km run. However, this trip may also be 

very wet and muddy if it has rained a lot. 

 

3. Route in Bagsværd 

There is no illumination around the lakes, 

so if you, like me, do not like running in 

the dark, I have another suggestion for a 

route that you can try. 

First, run down Nybrovej towards 

Lyngby, and after a short distance run 

down Bagsværd Møllevej (this path is not 

illuminated in the evening, and is there-

fore also called "Rapistpath"). At the end 

of this you go along the main road 

Bagsværdvej down to the road Binde-

ledet. After this you pass Bagsværd Sta-

tion and turn right to Bagsværd 

Hovedgade. This continues until it crosses 

with Bagsværdvej which you run down on 

your right back towards Bagsværd 

Møllevej, and then back to the dorm. 

This trip is approx. 7 km long. However, 

only on asphalt and pavement. 

If you want another route or to test how 

long your route is, you can use the web-

site www.loberute.dk. This page I use to 

measure my paths. You can also use this 

to see your average speed, and you can 

also share your routes with others or get 

inspired by others' routes. 

Of course you are also welcome to contact 

me if you want to go for a run some day :-

) 

Have a good run. 

   Frederik, H2 
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Know your city: Bondebyen 
From Frederiksdal we move east to the 

east of Lyngby Main Street and Kon-

gevejen. You may have cycled through 

when you go to DTU. It looks like a vil-

lage in the middle of Lyngby, with timber 

houses and thatch roofs. You are in the 

middle of the peasants' Town. 

The farm town is an example of how a Dan-

ish village looked 100-200 years ago. But 

even if one would believe it, it's not a muse-

um, because all houses are still inhabited. 

The houses were bought by the municipality 

of Lyngby-Taarbæk in 1950-1980, and it 

was initially intended that the houses would 

be demolished: as a north-bound bypass to 

solve the traffic problems in Lyngby City 

Centre was wanted. But the plans were 

changed, and it was decided that the houses 

should instead be preserved and renovated. 

And thus, Bondebyen is today, as it was 200 

years ago. 

The Peasants' town has its name from the 

city originally being its own village with 

farmhouses which still stand today. In the 

1700s and 1800s, you would practically be 

in the country side if you were in the pre-

sent farm town. At that time there was no 

"Urban area of Copenhagen", so you could 

hardly say that you were in the middle of 

the metropolitan area, as you would do to-

day. Therefore, some of the houses were 

also used by wealthy Copenhageners who 

wanted to get away from the city and into 

the countryside. 

Today, it is estimated that Bondebyen is one 

of the best preserved villages in the urban 

area of Copenhagen, even though it is locat-

ed in the middle of today's Lyngby.. 

Asylgade 

In Asylgade there are many old houses with 

thatched roof and timber. Asylgade 3 is the 

children's nursery, called "Asylet" (The Asy-

lum). In the 19th century, the 

word "asylum" did not have the 

same meaning as today, as an 

asylum was a nursery and kinder-

garten for working women's chil-

dren. 

In Asylgade 7, the country house 

"Løkken" is located, where, 200 

years ago, musical gatherings 

were held on the long summer 

evenings by merchant Johann 

Friederich Tutein. In the winter, 

he retired to his second home in 

Copenhagen, where the music 

continued in the winter. 

Food house Frøken Friis 

In the old merchant's house at the village 

pond, where coffee and cake are served but 

also breakfast, brunch, sandwiches and, in 

particular, the day's dish in the evening. 

The pricing is relatively affordable and 

there is a really nice atmosphere inside the 

cafe  with old furniture and other inventory. 

In addition, the bar counter remains a long 

desk, as it was when it was still a grocery 

store. 

Støvlet Katrine’s House 

The old white house with thatched roof on 

Old Lundtoftevej 31 is called Støvlet Kat-

rine's House. It was named after Støvlet 

Katrine, who was King Christian VII's mis-

tress. She died in 1805, but the house was 

built in 1808 so that's why the name is a bit 

funny. However, the house was used as a 

cottage for rich Copenhageners. 

Lyngby Kirke 

At the foot of the town of Bondeby you will 

find Lyngby Church between Lyngby 

Hovedgade, Gammel Lundtoftevej and 

Lyngby Kirkestræde. The church was built 

in the 12th century in a romantic style and 

is Lyngby's oldest building. With only 1 km 

to Sorgenfri Castle, where the Danish royal 

family often lived, the church was also used 

as a church for the royal family. 

Lyngby Church is basically located in the 

town of Bondeby, as it is bounded to Lyngby 

Hovedgade. 

The church received a thorough renovation 

in 2011-2012. Behind the church lies the old 

pastoral building, which is still being used 

as a pastoral court. 

How to get to Bondebyen 

The easiest and fastest way to get to the 

town from the dorm is to cycle either along 

Lyngby lake and Rustenborgvej or S. Schan-

dorphs Road and Gammel Bagsværdvej. 

Alternatively, take bus line 191 to Lyngby 

Station and then switch to Line 170, 184 or 

194 to Lyngby Church. 

 

In next edition of NybroTidende: 

Raadvad and Jægersborg animal park 

 

    Frederik, H2 
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Autumn Activities 
September kicked off officially in the 

autumn with lots of rain and storm, 

where an apple tree had to let go of life 

outside entry O. Poor Squirrel ... And 

there are probably a couple of us who 

think: "Sigh, is summer already over?". 

But just think of how many cool things 

you can do in Autumn! 

 

When you ask for activities you can do in 

the Autumn, people usually think of chest-

nuts. All you need is some matches, chest-

nuts and a sharp instrument. That sound 

straight forward, but is it just me or is it 

actually quite difficult? When trying to 

make a giraffe, it looks like a deformed 

monster that can even keep standing? But 

maybe it's not the result that's important, 

but more so enjoying yourself together with 

others while making them - and of course, 

laughing at each other's abominations. 

The next thing I've been having fun with 

through the years in the Autumn is to go for 

a walk in the woods and walk a refreshing 

quiet walk - or slide wildly downhill when 

it's been raining. It's pretty dirty and maybe 

a bit exhausting, but so fun! Imagine snow-

boarding without the board! You use your 

boots to slide down the mud, and yes there 

is a big chance that you lose your balance or 

roll down instead, but that's just a minor, 

slightly insignificant detail;) 

Okay, if rolling in mud is not exactly you, 

you can always go to -your idyllic walk in 

the beautiful autumn nature. Especially 

when we have some great lakes available a 

stones throw from the dorm. There are 

many different things nature has to offer if 

you just look an extra time. You can collect 

leaves in all sorts of colours and press them, 

after which you can use them for decoration 

or in creative projects as a sweet card you 

can send to your grandparents. 

You can also find mushrooms around - and 

even edible mushrooms. Some are good in 

cooking others get you high. But seriously, 

so if you want to make it a project, then it's 

probably best to get to know the fungi to 

avoid the risk of getting poisoned. Karl Jo-

han mushrooms are some of the more com-

mon to find that are good to eat. A good rule 

of thumb is never to touch those who are 

red with white dots. The Danish Nature 

Agency website is probably the first place to 

look:www.naturstyrelsen.dk/

naturoplevelser/naturen-netop-nu/

efteraar/svampejagt/.  

Keep an eye out for the weather, because if 

there is a lot of rain during the autumn, 

while at the same time warm, many edible 

penny buns/porcini come up from their 

shelter under the fallen leaves. This is an-

other reason why autumn is the best to go 

on mushroom hunting as the best time to 

hunt for these little delicious devils are after 

a long period of rain - this description usu-

ally fits well with Danish autumn weather. 

There is a list of good advice on the website 

of the Nature Agency and one of them is 

never eating wild mushrooms in raw condi-

tion - wild mushrooms must be cooked be-

fore they are okay to put your teeth in them. 

If you're not the biggest nature fanatic, then 

you can always try to gather in a kitchen to 

have 'hyggelige' moments together. You can 

make a game of Thrones evening, play 

board games or bake a really delicious 

pumpkin cake (see page 11) and brew a 

pitcher of tea. 

Okay, nature is beautiful, but you're not 

really feeling like walking around in it and, 

activities along with one's friends are fun, 

but what if I'd like something a little more 

festive? Find your creative side and get 

ready to dress up, because there are proba-

bly lots of Halloween parties, both prom-

ised by October and KælderCafe en in early 

November. But why hold a Halloween par-

ty in November? Halloween is over for a 

while? OKTOBERFEST! That's the reason. 

One is being held down in the basement 

bar which, to put it mildly, becomes an 

beer extravaganza. So there are two cool 

parties on the program in the near future! 

    Agnes, O4 

http://naturstyrelsen.dk/naturoplevelser/naturen-netop-nu/efteraar/svampejagt/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/naturoplevelser/naturen-netop-nu/efteraar/svampejagt/
http://naturstyrelsen.dk/naturoplevelser/naturen-netop-nu/efteraar/svampejagt/
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NybroTidende Food Column: 

Autumn dishes 

Agnes, O4 

Easy Octoberfest inspired sausage mix (4 

servings) 

Ingredients: 

2 ½ kg. potatoes 

4 onions 

500 g. Sausages, sliced 

200 g. (Or more) Bacon 

5 tbsp. paprika 

Procedure: 

Turn on the oven at 200 ° fan assisted. 

Scrub the potatoes and peel the onions. Cut 

both ingredients into coarse cubes (the on-

ions preferably in slightly larger pieces than 

the potatoes), and the sausages in slices. 

Mix onions, potatoes, bacon and sausages in 

a oven safe or aluminium dish and mix with 

oil, paprika, salt and pepper (you can, in 

principle, use any spice you'd find fitting). 

Fry for an  hour at 200 C°, fan assisted. Flip 

the mix several times along the way. 

Serve the sausage mix when potatoes, on-

ions and sausages are crispy. Serve with 

(curry) ketchup and mustard. It would also 

be great to serve with coleslaw, but even 

better to serve it with beer. 

Spider Bread with extra creeps (8 serv-

ings)  

Ingredients: 

25 g. Toadyeast 

250 g. Ground Lizardbrainflour 

40 g. Butterfat from a yellow cat 

35 g. Fairypowderedsugar 

1 small dragon’s egg 

1 dl. Warm werewolf’s milk 

1 Pinch of  childtearsalt  

55 g. Witch wort raisins 

1 tsk. Madam Cardamom's magic powder 

1 Whipped dragon’s egg with mixed with a 

little water for glazing. 

Procedure: 

Dissolve the toadyeast in lukewarm milk 

and add the dragon’s egg, fairypowdered-

sugar, childtearsalt, witch wort raisins and 

Madam Cardamom's magic powder. The 

Butterfat is crumbled in the lizardbrain-

flour. Take your magic wand, disguised like 

a simple wooden spoon and mix it all to-

gether until you have a nice, tough dough. 

You may need to use your hands! 

Let the magic mix rest for 40 min. while 

covered in a magical cloth. 

Preheat the oven to 200 C° and sprinkle a 

little lizardbrainflour on the table and knead 

the leftover dough until it becomes smooth 

and stops sticking to your fingers. Divide 

the dough into 8 identical pieces. Each piece 

is again divided into a large  

 piece (body) and 8 smaller pieces (leg), 

which you form into a spider. 

Lay the spiders on a baking sheet lined with 

baking parchment paper.  

Let them for approx. 15 min. And spice the 

spiders with whipped Dragon Eggs. Use 

raisinworts as eyes and put them in the 

middle of the hot oven. 

Make sure they are well-cooled before serv-

ing to avoid itching and scratching sensa-

tions in your stomach. 

Seasoned pumpkin cake with cream 

cheese frosting 

Ingredients: 

3 eggs 

200 g. Sugar (about 2 ¼ dl) 

200 g. Butter 

300 g. Pumpkin, e.g. Hokkaido 

½ Pressed orange 

200 g. Wheat flour (about 3½ dl) 

2 tsp. Baking powder 

1 ½ teaspoon. Ground ginger 

1 ½ teaspoon. Ground nutmeg 

Procedure: 

Remove the kernels from the pumpkin and 

cut it into large slices which you peel (do 

not cut too close to peel). Shred the pump-

kin roughly - you'll need approx. 300 g. Stir 

the butter and sugar well. Add one egg at a 

time and stir well between each. add the 

pumpkin and orange juice into the egg mix-

ture. Mix wheat flour, ginger and baking 

soda and gently add it through a sieve into 

the dough. Bring the dough into a greased 

form and bake the cake for one hour at 175 

C° on a plate with baking paper in the mid-

dle of the oven. 

Ingredients - cream cheese frosting: 

60 g. Soft butter 

120 g. Powdered sugar 

1 tsp. Vanilla Sugar 

100 g. Philadelphia cream cheese 

Procedure: 

Whip butter and icing powdered sugar well. 

Whip the cream cheese, but be careful not to 

over do it as it may get thin. 

Spread the frosting over the cooled cake. 

. 

 

Bon appetite!  

The beautiful October is finally here! Yes, it may be that it gets 

colder and darker, but what better than to celebrate it with beer, 

fun spook and scary pumpkins? 
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If you are the type who loves fun experiences, 'hygge' 

and not least amusements, then you probably would-

n't say no thank you to a trip to Denmark's most vis-

ited amusement parks. However, Tivoli is one of the 

more expensive pleasures. The popular and very 

touristy garden costs 120 kr. in entrance fee, and if 

you want to enjoy the many rides, it will be 230 kr. 

(255 if you want the experience of Tivoli's new Virtu-

al Reality system in the ride 'Demonen'). 

Due to these less than SU-friendly prices, Tivoli has 

launched an app that can give the guest a cheaper 

trip in the garden. 

How the app works: The game itself is quite simple; 

You play on square plate, and have to remove as 

many symbols as possible by having the identical 

symbols align. 

 As you play through the Tivoli Puzzle universe, 

voucher points are collected. These points can even-

tually be exchanged for entrance tickets, unlimited 

rides ticket, a durum in Tivoli, etc. 

The app can be found on both Android and iOS 

appstores. 

All in all: If you are interested in saving these kro-

ner, you should not be the type who thinks that 'time 

is money'; Instead, you have to invest a lot of time to 

earn points for the savings. If 

you're a fan of the game Candy 

Crush, you'd love this game! 

App of the month: TivoliPuzzle 

Clara, K55 

Sudoku. Difficulty:  

Do you have comments, praise, critique or other information, you want to have included in 

the newsletter? tidende@nybro.dk 

Sunrise 7:18 am, sunset 6:45 pm 

6 - 8. Oct: ”Erotic World” in Valbyhallen. 

7. Oct: Nybrogård dormitory’s Oktoberfest. 

8. Oct: Bicycle-cleanup at the dorm, 10 am. 

13. Oct: Tivoli starts its Halloween-theme. 

13. – 14. Oct: Culture night in Copenhagen 

26. Oct: Premiere of ”SAW 8: Jigsaw” 

29. Oct: Summertime ends 

31. Oct: Halloween! 

Sunrise 7.14 am, sunset 4.32 pm 


